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DHG6015DUC 

Dimensions & Weight

Overall appliance 
dimensions (width 
of canopy included) 
(HxWxD) (in.)

15 1/2" / x 14 1/8" 
x 9 7/8"

Diameter of air duct (in.) 
top

6"

Diameter of air duct (in.) 
back

6"

Net weight (lbs) 20 lbs

Accessories-Required

25 ft. blower connector 
cable

EXTNCB25

General Properties

Operating mode Ducted

Maximum CFM 600 CFM

Number of speed 
settings

3-stage

Motor location Inline blower

Technical Details

Watts (W) 530 W

Volts (V) 120 V

Frequency (Hz) 60 Hz

Plug type No plug

Power cord length (in.) 30"

600 CFM inline blower.

Features & Benefits

For use with Bosch 
downdrafts.

Inline blowers can be 
mounted remotely to 
minimize blower noise in 
the cooking area.

Designed to be mounted 
inline with the ducting 
installation.

Blower is mounted on roof 
of exterior wall depending 
on application needs.

6" transition required 
(DHZDHR6)

Downdraft Ventilation - DHG6015DUC

600 CFM Inline Blower

DHZDHR6
6" duct transition

NOTE: Required with 
the installation of inline 
and remote blowers for 
downdraft applications 
only.  DHZDHR6 is for 600 
CFM which will improve 
overall performance.
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Installation Details

Downdraft Ventilation - DHG6015DUC

600 CFM Inline Blower


